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Wominjeka
Acknowledgment�of�country

Before we begin, I would like to 
acknowledge and pay respect to the 
traditional custodians of the land on 

which we meet; the Wurundjeri 
people of the Kulin nation.
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My�STC�Journey!
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What�is�
uni�like?

Example class 
timeline
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Looking�forward�...

#


Questions?



What�is

Ecosystem�
Restoration?



“assisting in the recovery of ecosystems that have 
been degraded or destroyed, as well as conserving 

the ecosystems that are still intact. Healthier 
ecosystems, with richer biodiversity, yield greater 
benefits such as more fertile soils, bigger yields of 
timber and fish, and larger stores of greenhouse 

gases.”

What�is�Ecosystem�Restoration?



Shifting baseline!

What�are�we�
restoring�to? - Pre European arrival?

- Pre Indigenous arrival?
- 50 years ago?
- What are we happy 

with??
- How do we know what 

our goal should be??

#
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What�needs�
to�be�

restored?



Thinking�outside�
the�box!

- Restoring�Traditional�fire�
regimes�(to�promote�
biodiversity)

- Restoring�habitat�
structure�

- Restoring�Genetic�diversity



Restoring�traditional�management

- Here over 60,000 years - biota has evolved and adapted to their use of 
cultural burning + fire

- Cultural burning = cool mosaic burns early in the season that reduces leaf litter 
preving intense canopy burning bushfires later in the season

- Cultural burning = cool, mosaic pattern which enables organisms to flee, 
doesn’t burn the canopy and provides that smoke stimulation and heat that 
many need to germinate

- Need to restore all aspects of the landscape, including traditional management 
as it has been presen for thousands of years



Restoring�habitat�structure

Example of Plains wanderer; critically endangered and it lives in the victorian 
grasslands. Which is a problem in itself because we have less that 1% of our native 
grasslands remaining.
Previously their main threat was habitat loss, but now it is loss of habitat structure.
Top left = perfect habitat structure
Due to overgrazing during drought, and insufficient grazing in wet years

So organisations such as zoos victoria are working with farmers to ensure they move 
their stock around creating ideal habitat for the plains wanderers to be released to. 

We can think outside the box of how we resolve the problem; using an introduced 
species to solve the problem.



Restoring�Genetic�diversity

- Genetic diversity = lets species bounce back, by adapting and evolving to new 
circumstances

- When they lose this genetic diversity it places them at risk of extinction
- Mt pygmy possum is one example of an endagenred species with low genetic 

diversity, can additionally think outside the box when responding
- 2 metapopulations: Mt hotham (going ok), Mt buller (no ok!)
- Mt Hotham: connected pops by building tunnel of love under ski resort
- Mt buller: introduced members of the mt hotham pop to increase diversity



Think�
outside�
the�box!

Complex problems require creative 
solutions … 

You can fuse just about anything 
with conservation to create an 
awesome, creative career!

The only limit is your imagination.





Any�
Questions?



Brimbank�park
We talked about brimbank 
park briefly and I wanted to 
reiterate how awesome it is 
and it’s a great local place to 

visit during lockdown. For 
more info you can visit the 
parks victoria site! Parks vic 
made a short video about it 

too :)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TIa
kCfp0aM 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TIakCfp0aM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TIakCfp0aM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TIakCfp0aM


Cool�subjects!
I also wanted to add there are 

some really cool subjects that you 
can do at uni! One that I’m 
planning on doing is the 

melbourne uni equivalent of this 
one that’s at ACU. It’s called 

tropical field ecology and we go 
to the daintree rainforest! 

https://youtu.be/mkxdYQLyhfI 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkxdYQLyhfI
https://youtu.be/mkxdYQLyhfI


CREDITS: This presentation template was 
created by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon 

and infographics & images by Freepik.

Thanks
Every small action counts. 

Let’s protect the environment 
together!

Please keep this slide for attribution. 
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